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These documents collect amendments to the rules and present 
our responses to players’ frequently asked questions. Often 
these amendments are updates necessitated by new releases or 
community feedback; these can be identified by the presence 
of an asterisk before the page reference. At other times, these 
amendments are errata designed to correct mistakes or add 
clarity to a rule that is not as clear as it might be. 

As they’re revised regularly, each of these documents has a 
version number; where a version number has a letter, e.g. 1.1a, 
this means it has had a local amendment, only in that language, 
to clarify a translation issue or other minor correction. When 
a document is revised, the version number will be incremented 
and new updates will be highlighted in blue, while new errata 
and FAQs will be highlighted in magenta.

UPDATES & ERRATA
Page 46 – Blade of Sanguinius
Add the following sentence after the bullet points:
‘If the model that accepted the challenge is a Strategic Reserve or 
Reinforcement unit and is destroyed as a result of not arriving on 
the battlefield, all of the above conditions are considered to have 
been satisfied.’

Page 49 – Forlorn Fury
Add the following sentence: 
‘You can only use this Stratagem once.’

Page 65 – The Sanguinor, Aura of Fervour
Change the final sentence to:
‘This is not cumulative with the additional attack granted by the 
Shock Assault ability or the Honour Vehement Relic (see Codex: 
Space Marines).’

Page 75 – Death Company Intercessors, Wargear Options
Change the fourth and fifth bullet points to:

• One model can: 
 ○  Have its bolt rifle, auto bolt rifle, stalker bolt rifle or heavy 
bolt pistol replaced with one of the following: 1 hand 
flamer; 1 plasma pistol.

 ○  If not equipped with an Astartes chainsword, power fist, 
power sword or thunder hammer, be equipped with one 
of the following: 1 Astartes chainsword; 1 power fist; 1 
power sword; 1 thunder hammer.

 ○  Have its Astartes chainsword replaced with one 
of the following: 1 power fist; 1 power sword; 1 
thunder hammer.

FAQS
Q: If the Sanguinor was set up in a location other than the 
battlefield, can it use its Miraculous Saviour ability in the first 
battle round of a battle from a mission pack that restricts units from 
arriving on the battlefield during the first battle round?
A: No.

Q: If I choose a Vehicle Character model such as a Librarian 
Dreadnought to be my Warlord and I give it the Artisan of War 
Warlord Trait, does that Warlord Trait take precedence, allowing me 
to give the model one of the Special-issue Wargear Relics listed?
A: No. A Vehicle Character model would gain no benefit from 
that Warlord Trait.

Q: The Angel’s Sacrifice Stratagem is used and an enemy unit 
containing ten models is selected to fight. Only one model in that 
unit is within Engagement Range of the Character unit selected 
for Angel’s Sacrifice. That one model must target that Character 
unit, but what about the other nine models – are they free to target 
another eligible unit, or are they prevented from attacking entirely?
A: They are free to target another eligible unit. 

Q: The ‘To Slay the Warmaster’ Death Vision is used instead of 
making any attacks. Is that just the model with the ability that 
cannot make attacks, or is it also the enemy Infantry Character or 
Monster Character model?
A: It is just the model with the ability.


